Vertibreak Nails

Specification for 3½"

Fastener: 312X120HDC
3½” x .120 SMOOTH HDG NAIL WIRE COIL NAIL

Physical Description: Head diameter .275 -.285
Nail length 3.485 (+/- .015)
Made from .121 diameter HDG wire

Point Style: Diamond point 40 degree included angle

Material: AISI 1008-1018 carbon steel wire
Minimum tensile strength of 100,000 psi
Minimum bend yield 100,000 psi
Zinc wt 1.0 oz/ft² as per ASTM A153 Class D

General Notes: Nails are coated with a yellow holding power coating
Nails meet or exceed requirements of ASTM F1667
For use in many 15 degree coil nailing tools
Compatible with the following pneumatic coil framing nailers: Hitachi NV90AG
Makita AN901
Dewalt D51855
Bostitch N89C-1
B&C Eagle CN90

*Also available in stainless steel